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AQUAPROJECT SA

SEMNAL EDITORIAL
EGYPT’S COUP AND FUTURE OF DEMOCRACY IN POST ARAB SPRING
MIDDLE EAST

Shams uz ZAMAN, M.Phil*

Abstract
The initial optimism that a democratic regional order would emerge as a consequence to the sweeping Arab Spring in Middle East and Africa has gradually faded away. The revolutionary, but generally peaceful and smooth, changeover from long autocracy of Mubarak was again quickly reversed by the Egyptian military and lately been endorsed by the US and EU. The reaction from the Brotherhood, which had been a mainstream political party, was mixed. As the violence and terrorism take over the Egyptian political landscape, there is little hope that Egypt would return to normal. Military takeover in Egypt marks the end of Arab Spring along with the peaceful transition from despotism to democracy. The dream of democracy coming to Middle East is virtually dead making radical militants the biggest beneficiary of the military takeover and sectarian divide.

Introduction

Egyptian society had been in a transition since Muhammad Bouazizi set himself on fire in December 2010 on the street of Sidi Bouzid, Tunisia thus triggering Arab Spring across the region. The long military rule of Mubarak finally came to an end after the sit-ins and revolution at Tahrir Square, which largely remained peaceful but finally paved the way for first democratic government in Egypt. This democratic embrace was a roller-coaster ride for the Egyptian society because the military was back in power just after one year of the democratic rule. The Egyptian society was not accustomed to democracy and wanted the situation in Egypt to change overnight which brought the newly elected government of Muslim Brotherhood under immense pressure at the domestic front at a time once it were struggling to improve reputation abroad. Bureaucratic hurdles, mostly created by sympathizers of Mubarak in military, and a hostile media which never wanted to miss an opportunity of taking a critical view of the newly elected government, made it almost impossible for the inexperienced Muslim Brotherhood to keep up with the expectations of masses. Under these circumstances, President Morsi started appointing handpicked people of selected appointments and introduced changes to constitution aimed at grabbing more decisive powers which finally creating circumstances for his ouster by the opportunist military which had always enjoyed an unhindered rule with the help of brute force against its own people.

The military coup in Egypt has only strengthened the narrative of radicals that the peaceful change in Muslim societies is not possible through dialogue and electoral process and the violent revolution has become the only choice.¹ Unfortunately the US and EU has played right into the hands of radicals and extremists by supporting the military dictatorship in Egypt and elsewhere in greater Middle East.² This unqualified support for the military rule by some states in western hemisphere and also by

* The author holds M.Phil degree in Strategic and Nuclear Studies from National Defence University Islamabad and frequently writes in newspapers and research journals.
the regional monarchies like Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates, Kuwait and Jordan has helped Islamic State and other non-state actors to attract more recruits from across the globe including Asia, Europe and North America.

**Egyptian Political Landscape: From Farouk to Mubarak**

Egypt was conquered by Ottomans from Mamluks in 1517 which remained part of the Ottoman Empire till the defeat of Egyptian Army at the hands of French General Napoleon in 1798. The defeat of Napoleon at the hands of British Empire brought Egypt under the influence of Britain. Despite that French played an important role in the development of Egypt, especially the Suez Canal, it was mainly British which controlled Egyptian economy and politics under the Pasha’s Dynasty. Although Egypt by that time had become semi-autonomous province of Ottoman Empire, but the British influence didn’t wane due to weakening of the Ottomans. It was corollary of the British and French imperial rule that set the foundation stone of Muhammad Abduh’s Islamic reformism, the culmination stage of which was witnessed in the emergence of first modern Pan-Islamic movement, ‘The Muslim Brotherhood’ in 1928. However, the message of Brotherhood lacked appeal initially as Egyptians’ experience with Ottomans was not very encouraging. Frustrated, Brotherhood started an armed resistance movement against the imperialist powers and was soon branded as terrorist organization by the Egyptian military which was the most powerful entity in Egypt under the influence of British Raj.

Since the abdication of throne in 1952 by King Farouk, the last ruler from Pasha Dynasty, who was blamed for the military defeat in 1948 against Israel through a coup staged by the Free Officers Corps of Egyptian military, the reins of power have stayed with the military command, which runs the only real political party in Egypt. General Naguib, the first leader after Farouk, was ousted by another military officer Gamal Abdel Nasser in 1954. Nasser was diehard nationalist who firmly believed in Pan-Arab secular ideology. Egypt not only witnessed a nationalization process in the country but also developed closer relations with Soviet Union. The humiliating defeat of Egyptian military in 1967 and its subsequent rapprochement with Israel at Camp David under Saadat without seeking durable solution to the Palestinian problem disillusioned the masses faith in Pan-Arabism. Muslim Brotherhood avenged Camp David by assassinating Saadat only to bring another ruler from the kin. Mubarak three decade rule was no better than his predecessors once it came to excesses, committed by Egyptian military, gross human rights violations and denial of political and religious freedom. Corruption, nepotism and stagnant economy disillusioned the general public who thus sought for an alternative. Muslim Brotherhood, which had renounced the violence in the 1970’s after joining the mainstream political arena consequently provided an alternative. However, its radical thoughts were a sign of danger for many Egyptian who adored the secular ideology nurtured by the military over the decades.³

It is interesting to note that the idea of secular or liberal as prevailing in the West is fundamentally different in most of the Islamic societies. Liberalism as understood in the west emerges from the John Locke’s belief in universal human rights, freedom of thought and religion, equality and respect for other’s life and property. This however is not the case in Eastern Muslim societies where word “liberal” is synonyms to elitist lifestyle, fondness for women and wine, repulsion for religion and

claim for a status of “above the law”. Like for example, Pakistani military dictator General Musharraf was often referred to as a “liberal dictator” who always claimed to be above the law and violated basic human rights, committed extra-judicial killings and forced disappearances. He was termed liberal only because of his lifestyle despite that he had no other quality for qualifying him to be a liberal. Egyptian military dictators, namely Nasser, Saadat, Mubarak and Sisi are no exception to this general and flawed interpretation of liberal in Muslim societies.

Egypt faced a long and draconian era of gross human rights violations, forced disappearance and torture of social, political, religious and human rights activists. Egyptian military used rape as a tool of oppression against the women activists and family members of the political and religious dissidents while military, under dictators like Saadat and Mubarak, remained completely immune from prosecution in any court of law. The past trend has continued unabated under General Sisi, with even more severity and frequency, whose rule appears to be just an extension of Mubarak’s reign.

**The Seeds of Democracy: From Tahrir Square to Muhammad Morsi**

Egyptian public was galvanized by the chain of events which resulted in massive street protests in Tunisia and culminated in overthrow of Zine El Abidine’s two decades autocratic rule. Egyptian people saw a hope of ousting Mubarak in a similar fashion whose military rule extended over three decades. In wake of the strict control enjoyed by the military over print and electronic media, along with the national political process, there was little hope that Egyptians would be able to muster enough strength to coerce Mubarak out of power. However, using an extremely unconventional method of social media, the Egyptians filled the streets to successfully rid the dictator from power. Jubilant Egyptians saw their destiny in their own hands aiming to reconstruct Egypt according to their own choice through a democratic process.

Being the oldest party, and having faced persecution and bans over all those years, Muslim Brotherhood was the most organized and disciplined party which consequently won sizable majority in elections. Contracting alliances with other political parties Muslim Brotherhood finally formed the government with Muhammad Morsi, the first democratically elected president of Egypt in more than 6000 years of Egyptian history. Like many other Muslim nations Egyptian society remains divided along multiple fault lines, most notable are religious versus the secular, rich versus the poor and socialist versus the capitalist. This accession to power by Muslim Brotherhood stunned the liberal and secular activists which had played an extremely important role in mobilizing the crowds around Tahrir Square. Their predominant fear was, that as a consequence of Muslim Brotherhood accession to power, Egypt risks becoming a theocratic state on the pattern witnessed in Iran. Their hostility for

---


the democratically elected Islamic government right from the outset was thus an obvious consequence.

**Sisi’s Conspiracy and the End of the Dream**

Violence is something which was not a new phenomenon for the Muslim Brotherhood in the initial days of its formation. However progressively, as the Brotherhood faced persecution, sanity prevailed and Brotherhood joined the political arena which was entirely dominated by the military. Being an organized party, military had always considered Brotherhood a dangerous political rival, especially due to its anti-authoritarian stance. Muslim Brotherhood’s democratic model was not premised purely on the philosophy of western political thought which gives the collective wisdom of society the absolute mandate for legislation. Rather the Brotherhood’s ideology was based on the thoughts of its founding fathers, namely Syed Qutub and Hasan al-Banna, which allowed consultative process with the divine parameters. The notion that the Muslim Brotherhood envisioned of a religious theocracy was not accurate, rather the political model of Muslim Brotherhood is similar to that of Justice and Development Party (AKP) in Turkey and Jamat-e-Islami in Pakistan. These parties present a model of progressive democratic Islam, which is neither based on the notion of absolute freedom as is the case in European and American democracies, nor is a type of religious or monarchical theocracy as witnessed in Iran and Gulf Sheikdoms.

However, neither the military nor the rich leftist elite of Egyptian society (also called as the deep state) had anticipated the coming of the Brotherhood. The state media, which was still being controlled by the remnants of Mubarak regime, the civil society - which was in shock after having lost the mandate - and Mubarak’s aides in the military were all putting the pressure on the newly elected Morsi’s government by asking it to deliver quickly which they had been promising during the election campaign. It was unrealistic to ask from the first democratically elected government to deliver just in less than a year which the military dictators failed to deliver in six decades. Meanwhile the media which was concocting and spreading absurd conspiracy theories hatched by the military - like for example US behind Muslim Brotherhood’s accession to power - succeeded in discrediting Morsi’s reputation amongst public eyes, especially those who always saw the US behind everything going wrong in the Middle East. One of the most absurd theories published by the media and circulating amongst the Egyptian secular elite was of Al-Qaeda and Hamas being the brainchild of the President Jimmy Carter’s ex-national security advisor Zbigniew Brzezinski aimed at dominance of Middle East by other means. It has become a fashion in the Middle East to blame everything going wrong on the US and West while ignoring own failures.

The newly elected government of Brotherhood faced multiple domestic challenges including restoration of law and order, deteriorating security situation, weak economy, a strong anti-democratic military corruption and nepotism in the bureaucratic ranks etc. One of the most fundamental challenges to the legitimacy of the Brotherhood was building its reputation internationally. Most states in the Western Hemisphere, including that of US were initially reluctant

---


to accept the government of Muslim Brotherhood but subsequently, due to economic interests, had to endorse the will of Egyptian people.\(^9\) This acceptance of the democratic process didn’t go well with the military, deep state and the liberal left. Consequently, immediately after the new government started opening the corruption cases against the deposed dictator Mubarak and its aides, the leftist elite and military, in coordination with intelligence agencies and media, contracted a secret alliance against the newly elected government. This alliance ultimately paved the way for the premeditated uprisings thus providing excuse for the military to intervene and stage the coup against the first democratically elected government in Egypt’s history. Most notable was the support of the Gulf monarchies in this coup including states like Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates and Jordan which feared that a democratically elected government in Egypt threatens their dynasties at home. Besides providing financial assistance to Egyptian military, these monarchies also sought tactic support from US and even Israel.\(^10\) Almost one year after taking the oath, President Morsi was put behind the bars by his own handpicked army chief and current Egyptian dictator, General Sisi, and Muslim Brotherhood was declared a terrorist organization. With the demise of the elected government the dream of Egyptian people also came to an end.

There were some follies also committed by the Morsi’s government which contributed in prompting the military to intervene. Like for example, Morsi, seemed inspired from the Turkish model of Recep Tayyip Erdogan who effectively decreased the influence of military from Turkish politics and implicated hundreds of military officers on conspiracy related charges against the elected government. However, the Erdogan’s government had first gained the confidence of general public by strengthening the economy, improving public and private sectors and by carrying out large scale developmental works. Nothing of such kind was on the credit of Muslim Brotherhood’s government and therefore once the government sought for sweeping powers through constitutional reforms,\(^11\) the military and civil society got alerted subsequently toppling the elected government.

**The Looming Tower of Islamic State**

When the Muslim Brotherhood intended to revoke the violence, there were disagreements within the organization. One group supported joining in the mainstream political discourse while other favoured to continue with the armed struggle. Pro militancy leaders, which most prominently included the current Al-Qaeda leader Ayman al-Zawahri, considered that such political activity is not permissible in Islam and thus would constitute as an effort in futility. The other group, which believed that armed struggle would result in innocent deaths and thus would be counterproductive, ultimately won the argument and Brotherhood became a political party although inspired by religious ideology. Zawahri’s faction thus split away from the Muslim Brotherhood to form a new armed militant group ‘Egyptian Islamic Jihad’, which was subsequently merged in Al-Qaeda after the end of Afghan war.

Brotherhood’s four decades long struggle finally succeeded in bringing it to power, which effectively defeated the extremists’ and militants’ argument that change within Islamic societies can only be

---


brought through violent means. Other Islamic parties in Egypt like Nour Party and Freedom and Justice Party have reconciled with the military after these could no longer withstand the reign of terror unleashed by Sisi against all those who opposed and challenged his dictatorship. Amongst victims were journalists, government servants, human right and political activists and religious figures. Those having soft corner for the Brotherhood were the top most victims of the military oppression. Even the leftist liberals, who had provided military with the opportunity to intervene, also became the victims of military’s reign of terror. Sisi is keeping the grip on to power with the help of handpicked judges and security officials from Mubarak’s regime thus prosecuting prominent figures in kangaroo courts, even sentencing them to death or life imprisonment. The common citizens are not even luck to make it to the court before military executes them without a trace.

At the same time problems like energy shortages, dwindling economy, unchecked corruption and nepotism, absolute no accountability on excesses committed by police and military etc have disillusioned large segments of Egyptian youth who see no future in Egypt. Consequently, they are left with only two options of either settling abroad or joining the terrorist outfits and militant organizations within or outside Egypt. The rising wave of terrorist attacks by a new militant group formed after the 2011 military coup, Ansar Bait al-Maqdis, believed to have been formed by defected military officers and Muslim Brotherhood activists have killed scores of military and police officials since Sisi’s takeover. The group has pledged its allegiance to the IS (Islamic State) and has become an attractive alternative for the disillusioned Egyptian youth.

Unfortunately the US and EU support has helped General Sisi to strengthen his grip on the power while continuing to unleash his reign of terror on Egyptian general public with complete impunity. The military regime had been involved in mass scale apprehensions, torture, rape, extra-judicial killings, forced disappearances and cover up of these brutal acts. The foreign support strengthens the Islamists rhetoric that western promise to spread democracy in the region is only an eye wash as both US and EU not only maintains close relations with the dictators and dynastic Sheikhdoms, but all the human rights violations and brutalities are purposely ignored due to vested interests. This lack of support for the political democratic parties, citing concerns over Political Islam, vis-à-vis continuous support for autocratic rulers who practice the most puritanical version of Islam illustrates of double standards and hypocrisy which only strengthens the extremists’ narrative. Khaled Abou El Fadl, highlighting this duplicity, puts it this way: “Perhaps political Islam should be defined as any form of expression of Islamicity for purposes not consistent with the pro-Western military regimes and oil sheikhdoms in the region.”

Conclusion

As Egypt gradually drifts towards a civil war on the pattern seen in Syria and Iraq, the prospects of democracy in the region appear to be extremely grim. The unqualified US and EU support for autocratic regimes in the Middle East has further complicated the situation. The systematic attacks on Islamic Holy personalities under selective expression of the freedom of speech only compound the situation driving more young Muslims to heed the calls of extremist organizations most notably the Islamic State. The sectarian rivalry between Shiite and Sunnis has already polarized societies along sectarian, ethnic and tribal fault lines particularly in states like Syria, Iraq, Yemen, Egypt and Bahrain. The spectre of violence in Middle East is likely to surge in coming months and years. The onus of responsibility for the creation and popularity of Islamic State primarily rests with Iran and Hezbollah which gave an otherwise popular uprising in Syria a sectarian colour thus inviting Sunnis from all over the world to join IS. The sectarian war which now has spilled over from Iraq and Syria to states like Yemen and Lebanon etc is likely to expand further destabilizing other states in the region resulting in more anarchy and terrorism in foreseeable future.